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Abstract
Frequency-correlated 2D SIFTER with broadband pulses at X-band frequencies 
can be used to determine the inter-spin distance and relative orientation of nitrox-
ide moieties in macromolecules when the flexibility of the spin-labels is restricted. 
At X-band frequencies the EPR spectrum of nitroxides is governed by the strongly 
anisotropic nitrogen hyperfine coupling. For rigid spin-labels, where the orientation 
of the inter-connecting vector R correlates to the relative orientations of the nitrox-
ide labels, the dipolar oscillation frequency varies over the EPR spectral line shape. 
Broadband shaped pulses allow excitation of the complete nitroxide EPR spectra. 
In this case, Fourier transform of the echo signal gives both fast and direct access to 
the orientation dependent dipole coupling. This allows determination of not only the 
inter-spin distance R, but also their mutual orientation. Here, we show the applica-
tion of the frequency-correlated 2D SIFTER experiment with broadband pulses to a 
bis-nitroxide model compound and to a double stranded DNA sample. In both mol-
ecules, there is restricted internal mobility of the two spin-labels. The experimen-
tal results are compared to orientation selective pulsed electron double resonance 
(PELDOR) experiments and simulations based on a simple geometrical model or 
MD simulations describing the conformational flexibility of the molecules. Fourier 
transformation of the SIFTER echo signal yields orientation selective dipolar time 
traces over the complete EPR-spectral range. This leads to an improved frequency 
resolution and either to a reduced experimental measurement time or a larger span 
of frequency offsets measured compared to orientation selective PELDOR experi-
ments. The experimental potential and limitations of the 2D SIFTER method for 
samples containing rigid spin-labels will be discussed.
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1 Introduction

Pulsed dipolar spectroscopy (PDS) methods measure the dipolar interaction 
between unpaired electron spins. It is an increasingly important set of techniques 
in biophysics for the determination of structure and structural flexibility in bio-
molecules. Example of PDS techniques include: pulsed electron double resonance 
(PELDOR [1, 2], also known as double electron–electron resonance, DEER) [3, 
4], double quantum coherence (DQC) [5], relaxation induced dipolar modulation 
enhancement (RIDME) [6, 7], and the Single Frequency Technique for Refocus-
ing dipolar couplings (SIFTER) [8]. All PDS techniques result in oscillating time 
traces, where the frequency of oscillation ωdd can be related to the inter-spin dis-
tance R and, in cases of rigid radical moieties or spin-labels, to the orientation θ 
of the distance vector R with respect to the external magnetic field direction.

Here, µ0 is the magnetic susceptibility of a vacuum, µB is the Bohr magneton 
and ħ is the reduced Planck constant. gA and gB are the effective g-factors of the 
two coupled spins (notated A and B).

Many biomolecules are inherently EPR silent; therefore, to study them spin-
labels must be used. Frequently, these spin-labels are nitroxide based, due to 
their stability and ease of handling. In the case, that the nitroxide spin-labels are 
attached to the biomolecule via flexible tethers, all orientations of R with respect 
to the external magnetic field (described by the angle θ) contribute to each reso-
nance position within the EPR spectra. This is typically the case for the MTSSL 
(1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl methanethiosulfonate) spin-label 
covalently bound to cysteines of proteins, modified via site directed mutagenesis 
[9]. In this case, the Fourier transform of the dipolar time trace results in the 
well-known Pake pattern. This can be analysed purely in terms of the distance R 
between both spin-labels or a distance distribution P(R) for flexible macromol-
ecules [10].

In contrast, when rigid nitroxides are attached to the macromolecule such 
that they have limited motion, as is the case for the spin-labeled DNA molecule 
presented in this work, different angles θ contribute to the dipolar time trace, 
depending on the frequencies excited in the EPR spectrum. Currently, the most 
common method to probe orientation selection in PDS is 2D-PELDOR, a method 
where several one-dimensional time traces are recorded sequentially by varying 
the pump and/or detection pulse frequency or the external magnetic field strength 
to sample different orientations of the spin-label with respect to the external mag-
netic field. Commonly, for nitroxide spin-labels at X-band, this is achieved by 
positioning the pump pulse at the centre of the nitroxide spectrum and varying 
the detection pulse frequency offset.

For nitroxide spin-labels, when the system is fully rigid, a set of orientation 
selective X-band data set may allow full determination of the distance and relative 
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orientation between both spin-labels [11]. However, as most molecules have some 
degree of flexibility, an increased set of orientation selective PDS traces may pro-
vide a more stable solution.

A disadvantage of the 2D PELDOR methodology is that a number of differ-
ent time traces must be collected to allow accurate analysis making the experi-
ment time consuming. Furthermore, to sample the full range of orientations at 
X-band frequencies, the probe frequencies have to be offset up to 90 MHz, which 
due to the finite resonator bandwidth leads to varying microwave field strengths 
as a function of the offset frequency. This can lead to a variation of the excita-
tion bandwidths and modulation depths as a function of the pump and probe fre-
quencies. These experimental variations make the quantitative analysis of such 
2D-PELDOR experiments more demanding.

For molecules with rigid spin-labels attached, it is, therefore, highly desirable 
to have a single two-dimensional experiment in which the complete spectrally 
resolved dipolar time traces can be detected simultaneously. This can be achieved 
by single frequency PDS methods, such as DQC and SIFTER, if the pulses that 
are used excite the whole nitroxide EPR spectrum, as already realized by Jack 
Freed in several very elegant and benchmarking experiments [12–14].

Whereas rectangular pulses need very high microwave field strengths and short 
pulse lengths to excite the whole nitroxide spectrum, broadband pulses shaped 
by a fast arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) can achieve such excitation band-
widths with more moderate microwave powers for prolonged pulse lengths [15, 
16]. We have shown that such broadband pulses improve the quality of the 1D 
SIFTER pulse sequence considerably [16]. However, in the one-dimensional 
form, integrating over the echo signal has the effect of removing all orientation 
information [17]. Doll and Jeschke reported a frequency-correlated 2D-SIFTER 
recorded at Q-band frequencies (35 GHz) using broadband chirp pulses [18].

In this manuscript, we present two-dimensional frequency correlated 
2D-SIFTER performed at X-band frequencies, where the spectrum asymmetry is 
governed by the hyperfine anisotropy. At this frequency band, orientation selec-
tion is more easily probed compared to Q-band frequencies, where the g-tensor 
and nitrogen hyperfine asymmetries have similar size. Additionally, it is often 
not possible to achieve sufficiently large frequency offsets to adequately sam-
ple all orientation selective data at Q-band frequencies without a special wide 
bandwidth resonator. We compare the 2D-SIFTER experiments with PELDOR 
experiments performed with several probe frequencies for a bis-nitroxide chemi-
cal compound and a double stranded DNA molecule with two rigid Ç spin-labels 
[19–22]. The optimization of the broadband SIFTER pulse sequence for orienta-
tion selective 2D experiments is described, and to validate the methodology, we 
show comparison of the frequency correlated 2D-SIFTER data recorded to the 
current gold standard of orientation selective PELDOR and explain the differ-
ences in the forms of the data. Finally, we show that it is possible to quantitatively 
simulate the spectrally resolved time traces using an analytical methodology [11] 
and compare the data with simulations based on geometrical models [21, 23] or 
MD simulations [24, 25].
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2  Experimental Methods

2.1  Instrumentation and Experimental Conditions

Experiments were performed at X band (9.5 GHz) on a commercially available 
Bruker Elexsys E580 spectrometer. For experiments using broadband pulses this 
was modified with an ITS 8200 (innovative technical systems) arbitrary wave-
form generator (AWG) positioned before the 1 kW travelling wave tube (TWT) 
amplifier as described in [16]. An Oxford Instruments CF935 cryostat was used 
to cool the sample and resonator, a Bruker MS3 3  mm loop gap resonator. All 
experiments were performed at 50  K using a continuous flow of liquid helium 
and the temperature maintained using an Oxford Instruments ITC 503 tempera-
ture control unit.

Pulsed electron double resonance experiments used the four pulse DEER 
sequence [3, 4], with detection pulse lengths of 32  ns and pump pulse lengths 
of 16 ns. In all cases, the pump pulse frequency was set to be resonant with the 
maximum of the nitroxide spectrum and the detection pulses were offset from 
this frequency by 30 MHz or 40 MHz to 80 MHz or 90 MHz in 10 MHz incre-
ments. The bandwidth of the 16  ns pump pulse is sufficient to excite the com-
plete central Az hyperfine transition (Az, mI = 0) of the nitroxide spectrum, and as 
a result excites all of the orientations of the nitroxide centre with respect to the 
magnetic field in this transition while exciting minimal amounts of the other Az 
transitions. This results in a pump pulse that yields very little orientation selec-
tion. The frequency offsets of 30–90 MHz for the detection frequency was used 
as this allowed detection on the more intense Az, mI = + 1 feature, a similar set of 
traces could be measured on the Az, mI = − 1 feature with negative frequency off-
set between the pump and detection frequencies, however, this would yield traces 
of lower signal to noise. The lower limit of 30 MHz corresponds to the frequency 
at which overlap of the pump and detection pulses becomes significant and the 
upper limit of 80–90 MHz to the edge of the nitroxide spectrum.

To reduce the presence of nuclear modulations in the time traces a tau-averag-
ing procedure of 8 steps with an increment of 56 ns (for deuterated solvent sam-
ples) were utilized. For the chemical model system in total 540 time steps with 
640 averages per data point have been recorded, resulting in a total acquisition 
time of about 45 min per offset. The echo signal is integrated over a 32 ns time 
window. In the DNA system, the concentration of the sample was lower. There-
fore, to detect a reasonable signal to noise ratio (SNR), the number of averages 
was varied for different pump pulse offsets.

The set of PELDOR experiments recorded on the DNA system were recorded 
keeping the pump pulse frequency constant at the centre of the resonator and 
the detection pulses were retuned at a different frequency offset for each subse-
quent experiment. This makes recording the data labour-intensive as retuning 
is required between each experiment. For the bis-nitroxide model compound an 
alternative approach was used, whereby the detection frequency was kept con-
stant and the pump frequency and attenuation changed between each experiment. 
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Pulse length and field strength of the pump pulse were calibrated for each offset 
frequency of the overcoupled MS3 resonator to achieve same excitation efficiency 
for all PELDOR traces. This has been reliably achieved, as observed in the data 
in Figs. 2 and 3 where the modulation depths were in good agreement with the 
simulations using experimental methods.

For SIFTER we used broadband sech(x)/tanh(x) pulses [26] combined with a 
WURST, (wideband, uniform rate, smooth truncation) amplitude function [27], as 
previously employed [16]. Two forms of the experimental sequence using broadband 
pulses were trialled; one where all pulses had equal length (200 ns) and chirp rate, 
resulting in the relative amplitude of the pulses being ca. 0.4:1 for the π/2 (200 ns):π 
(200 ns) pulses; and another where the pulse length of the final π pulse used was 
100 ns. The second sequence has the effect of refocusing the phase of all components 
of the echo at a fixed time [16], leading to the largest solid echo signal. However, it 
was found that using pulses of equal lengths (200 ns) yielded a better modulation 
depth, as the longer pulses possessed better excitation efficiency. All of the pulses 
were calibrated to have bandwidths of ca. 200 MHz, (sufficient to excite the com-
plete nitroxide spectrum). In this optimised sequence the 200 ns π pulses used in the 
experiment had β = 9.3 MHz, bandwidth parameter = 0.017 × 2π, ω1,max = 25 MHz, 
φ = 0, βWURST = 16 MHz, n = 16. The 200 ns π/2 pulses used had β = 9.3 MHz, band-
width parameter = 0.017 × 2π, ω1,max = 10 MHz, φ = 0, βWURST = 16 MHz, n = 16. For 
optimum performance, the bandwidth of the broadband pulses was set symmetri-
cally to the edges of the nitroxide EPR spectrum, and thus the carrier frequency 
was offset from the maximum of the nitroxide spectrum. For our data analysis, a 
frequency dependent phasing of each time trace after Fourier transform of the echo 
was used to minimise the contributions in the imaginary channel.

SIFTER was recorded both as a one-dimensional experiment, which allows 
determination of the distance R by Tikhonov regularization, and as a two-dimen-
sional one to enable orientation dependent analysis. As with the PELDOR sequence 
described above tau-averaging was incorporated in all of the SIFTER experiments 
by increasing each tau period by 56 ns over 8 steps to average over the deuterium 
nuclear oscillations form the deuterated solvents used.

2.2  Processing of Experimental Data

For PELDOR time traces an exponential background correction was performed 
using Deer Analysis to remove the background due to intermolecular dipolar inter-
actions [10]. SIFTER backgrounds are known to contain components due to both 
inter molecular dipolar interactions and relaxation [29]. It is possible to remove the 
part due to relaxation by recording an additional experimental SIFTER traces under 
the same conditions with the second π/2 pulse removed [29]. The two systems pre-
sented here were optimised to maximise modulation depth and contributions from 
relaxation were minimized using deuterated solvents. This means that the data did 
not require any background correction.

In frequency correlated 2D-SIFTER the raw echo transients stored from the 
two dimensional experiments were apodized by a Gaussian function centred at 
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the centre of the echo in the direct time domain to supress the noise at the edge 
of the echo transient. These data were then Fourier transformed in the direct time 
domain. After that the time traces for each offset frequency were phased individu-
ally using a 0th order correction to achieve a maximum signal in the real part at 
the time point τ1 − τ2 = 0.

2.3  Samples

Data were recorded on two samples: a bis-nitroxide model-compound [16] pre-
pared at a concentration of 150 µM in deuterated toluene and a double stranded 
DNA molecule with two rigid spin-labels Ç at position 3 and 15 prepared in a 
deuterated solvent [21] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1  a Broadband SIFTER pulse sequence with all pulses of equal length here. b Bis-nitroxide model 
compound used in this study. c Sequence of the dsDNA molecule used in this study. d Chemical struc-
ture of the cytidine analogue spin-label Ç incorporated into the dsDNA molecule
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2.4  Simulation Methods

The simulation procedure of orientation dependent PELDOR time traces, based on 
the secular approximation of the dipolar interaction (Eq. 1), is described in detail in 
[11, 22]. This assumes that the dipolar coupling strength is smaller than the offset of 
pump and probe frequency in the PELDOR experiments. This approximation is not 
fulfilled for all possible spin-pairs in single-frequency dipolar experiments, such as 
DQC or SIFTER [8, 28], especially for very short distances (< 1.5 nm). The inter-
spin distances in the two molecules used here are longer than 2 nm and the excellent 
agreement of the experimental SIFTER data with the simulations and PELDOR data 
show that the approximation is still sufficient here.

For the analytical simulations of the PELDOR and SIFTER dipolar time traces 
of the bis-nitroxide compound, the relative positions of the nitroxide N–O moieties 
and their conformational distribution is required. A geometric model was used, as 
described in [21] to provide this data. For the ds-DNA molecule, the MD simula-
tion, detailed in [25], was directly used to determine the distances and relative ori-
entations between the two Ç spin-labels for the quantitative simulation of the PEL-
DOR and SIFTER time traces [23].

3  Experimental Results

3.1  Optimization of Pulse Settings for 2D‑SIFTER

PDS experiments with rigid spin-labels can encode up to six parameters: the dis-
tance R, the three Euler angles describing the mutual orientation between both 
nitroxide spin-labels and the two polar angles describing the orientation of the R 
vector with respect to one of the nitroxides. However, when the pump is orientation 
unselective, as is the case for PELDOR at X-band with a pump pulse that excited 
the complete central transition and frequency correlated SIFTER, only the distance 
and polar angles of each of the centres can be resolved, and in the case that the spin-
centres are chemically identical the number of angles that can be resolved is further 
reduced. To unravel the unknown distance and orientation parameters quantitatively 
an X-band PELDOR data set, the pump pulse positioned at the nitroxide maximum 
and with detection-pump frequency offsets ranging from 30–40 up to 80–90 MHz 
with 10 MHz steps, can be used [22]. In a 2D frequency correlated technique, these 
frequencies are captured within a single experiment. The signal intensity of each 
dipolar trace will depend on the spectral intensity at each frequency, which is a fea-
ture of the radical species being studied, and on the degree of excitation at each 
frequency. The broadband pulses used in our experiments were designed to have 
a rectangular frequency profile across the whole EPR spectrum of the nitroxide. 
Therefore, the Fourier transform of the echo for zero dipolar evolution time should 
reproduce the EPR spectrum. Experimentally it was found that the measured profile 
did not always agree with expected nitroxide profile measured via an echo detected 
field sweep. There are several reasons for this: First, the exact shape of the Fou-
rier transform will depend on the signal processing used; if a Gaussian apodization 
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window is used this improves SNR but may cause some broadening of the resulting 
spectrum. Second, the precise shape of the echo detected field sweep depends on the 
lengths of the pulses used, the excitation bandwidths of these pulses and the inte-
gration window used in detection. The broad bandwidth of short pulses can cause 
broadening of the spectrum from its expected form when the integration window 
used is less than ca. 200 ns; in all data sets recorded using rectangular time domain 
pulses the integration window used was set to the length of the π pulse. Finally, 
although the broadband pulses were designed to have equal excitation at all frequen-
cies of the nitroxide spectrum, convolution of the pulses with the resonator band-
width and the bandwidths of other components used in generation of the pulses and 
detection may cause a distortion of the spectrum observed. Specifically the video 
amplifier in the Bruker E580 has a bandwidth of only 200 MHz. Experiments con-
ducted with the amplifier removed, while showing slight increase in the amplitudes 
of the signals at large frequency offsets from the carrier frequency did not show 
differences in the shape of the dipolar traces recorded at these offsets. While it is 
possible to compensate for the component bandwidths using compensated pulses, 
[29] as our analysis is based on the shape of the traces at different offsets, rather 
than the signal amplitude, this was not necessary for the experiments presented in 
this work and the experiments were conducted with the video amplifier in use as 
the overall signal to noise was marginally increased. Artefacts due to carrier fre-
quency leakage in the pulse up-conversion process can also occur and show up in 
the frequency domain as sharp spikes. Although all these features may distort the 
frequency spectrum at zero dipolar evolution time of the experiment, they do not 
change the observed dipolar oscillations in the indirect time domain (although they 
can degrade the signal to noise of the traces at specific frequencies).

3.2  Comparison of Simulations with the Experimental Data

For a quantitative analytical simulation, the following spin parameters 
were used: g = (2.0088, 2.0065, 2.0027) and nitrogen hyperfine coupling of 
A[MHz] = (15, 15, 95) . Orientation-selective PELDOR data were simulated using 
the experimental pulse lengths, field strengths and offset frequencies. The conforma-
tional model for the DNA system is based on a molecular dynamics simulation [25], 
and the conformers for the bis-nitroxide model compound were derived from a coni-
cal model simulating the allowed rotation of the nitroxide moieties and the bending 
of the linker unit as described before [11, 20, 23]. We achieved very good agreement 
between simulated and experimentally recorded PELDOR data sets for both mol-
ecules as demonstrated in Figs. 2, 3; bottom left plots. 

Comparison of the orientation selective PELDOR data recorded with the pump 
pulse at the central maximum and the detection pulse offset by 30–80  MHz with 
individual traces from the 2D SIFTER data sets that were recorded at equivalent 
offsets from the nitroxide maximum as the detection frequency in the comparative 
PELDOR experiment showed small but reproducible differences in the shape of the 
time traces (Fig. 4). These differences can be assigned to the differences in the exci-
tation profiles of the pulses used in the two different experiments. As previously 
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mentioned the experimental setup used for the PELDOR experiments results in a 
pump pulse that provides little orientation selection and, therefore, the orientation 
selection is provided mainly by the detection pulses. Likewise in SIFTER the ori-
entation selection is provided only by the detection, thus a comparison of the traces 
provides an insight into the degree of selectivity of the detection mechanism and 
how sensitive the orientation of the labels are to this. As the shape of the traces is 
sensitive to the orientation of the two labels the degree of difference in the SIFTER 
and PELDOR traces detected at the same frequency offset from the nitroxide 
maximum.

In the remainder of the paper offset frequency is defined for PELDOR as the off-
set of the detection frequency from the nitroxide central maximum, where the pump 

Fig. 2  Results for bis-nitroxide model system: a Spin-label orientations calculated using a cone model. 
b Normalised frequency correlated SIFTER dataset measured with all pulses 200 ns long presented in 
the time domain of the dipolar dimension; time is τ1 − τ2. c Echo detected field sweep of the system pre-
sented in the frequency domain relative to the spectral maxima with coloured lines showing the detection 
positions offsets for the PELDOR data presented in d and the frequency slice of the frequency correlated 
SIFTER data presented in e. d PELDOR time traces, experimental data (black lines) with corresponding 
simulations (coloured lines). e Slices from the frequency correlated 2D-SIFTER experiment (black lines) 
presented in b with corresponding simulations (coloured lines). Molecular graphics and analyses were 
performed with the UCSF Chimera package (colour figure online)
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Fig. 3  Results for the ds-DNA molecule: a spin-label orientations from molecular dynamic (MD) simu-
lations of DNA(1, 13), Ç structure from final frame from the MD trajectories shown as a stick represen-
tation relative to a ribbon representation of the DNA backbone. The positions of nitroxide spins over 
the course of a 200 ns MD trajectory are visualized as yellow spheres, showing 1000 spin positions per 
label, a subset of the 2000 orientations used in the simulation of the PDS traces. The distribution of the 
nitroxide spins results from the flexibility of the DNA backbone as shown with superimposed frames 
from the MD simulations in b. c Normalised frequency correlated SIFTER dataset presented in the time 
domain of the dipolar dimension; time is τ1 − τ2. d Echo detected field sweep of the system presented in 
the frequency domain relative to the spectral maxima with coloured lines showing the detection positions 
offsets for the PELDOR data presented in e and the frequency slice of the frequency correlated SIFTER 
data presented in f. e PELDOR time traces, experimental data (black lines) with corresponding simula-
tions (coloured lines). f Slices from the frequency correlated SIFTER experiment (black lines) presented 
in c with corresponding simulations (coloured lines) (colour figure online)
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pulse is applied and in SIFTER experiments traces corresponding to the same off-
set frequency are classified as the frequency slice that has the same offset from the 
nitroxide maximum.

In the broadband SIFTER experiment at X-band, all pulses are designed to excite 
the whole nitroxide EPR spectrum, as visible by the large experimental modulation 
depth. This can be analytically simulated by a pump pulse efficiency of 100%. The 
‘detection pulse’ bandwidth for the simulation of the 2D-SIFTER data was cho-
sen as a Gaussian function to best fit the experimental frequency selective dipolar 
time traces obtained by Fourier transform of the SIFTER data set. The linewidth 
of 20 MHz obtained from this fitting procedure is about a factor of 2 smaller than 
the excitation bandwidth of the 32 ns detection pulse sequence used for the PEL-
DOR data set. It is limited by the inhomogeneous linewidth broadening from unre-
solved hyperfine couplings, which has to be used to simulate the nitroxide EPR 
spectral shape. Additionally, the Gaussian window function used for filtering of 
the echo transient before Fourier transformation will add further broadening. Cor-
respondingly, the orientation selection achieved with the 2D SIFTER experiment is 
higher compared to that observed in the PELDOR experiment, leading to more pro-
nounced oscillations in some traces specifically for the bis-nitroxide model system 
at 50–30 MHz frequency offset. Taking the differences in excitation and detection 
bandwidth between both methods into account, it was possible to simulate the 2D 
SIFTER data quantitatively, as presented in Figs. 2 and 3 (right side).

It should be noted that to record data of comparable SNR significantly fewer aver-
ages (about a factor of 6) were needed for 1D SIFTER compared to PELDOR; this 
is a result of the fact that SIFTER allows both pumping and detection of the whole 
nitroxide spectrum. Although fewer averages are needed for 1D SIFTER the average 
time to acquire one average of a data point can be longer partly, partly because of 
the external triggering of sequence with the AWG pulses. Although the sequences 
for the 1D- and 2D SIFTER experiments are identical, the detection procedures 

Fig. 4  Comparison of PELDOR (violet) and SIFTER (green) time traces for the bis-nitroxide model 
system (on the left) and for the DNA (on the right). For the bis-nitroxide molecule the PELDOR time 
traces have offsets between pump and detection pulse frequency varying from 80 MHz (lowest trace) to 
30 MHz (uppermost trace) in 10 MHz steps. For the dsDNA molecule the PELDOR time traces have off-
sets between pump and detection pulse frequency varying from 80 MHz (lower) to 40 MHz (uppermost 
time trace) in 10 MHz steps. In both cases, the slices for the SIFTER time traces are taken at the same 
frequency offsets from the signal maximum as for the corresponding PELDOR time traces (colour figure 
online)
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are not. In the 1D SIFTER experiment the solid echo is integrated over the central 
50 ns time region whereas in 2D SIFTER a time trace with the full echo signal was 
recorded with a 1 ns time resolution and 512 points in the echo dimension. Within 
the Bruker hard- and software, recording the complete echo transient takes longer 
than integrating over the echo and, therefore, the time to acquire one average of a 
data point is increased. Comparing the SNR of the PELDOR data recorded to that 
of the 2D SIFTER it was found that approximately 4 times the number of averages 
were required for the 2D SIFTER compared to a single PELDOR experiment to 
yield time traces of comparable SNR. However, the 2D SIFTER experiment pro-
duces directly 100 individual time traces with a frequency spacing of approximately 
2 MHz distributed over the whole EPR spectrum. Our analysis additionally showed 
that the bandwidth of contributing frequencies to each time trace of the 2D SIFTER 
data set is significantly narrower compared to the PELDOR time traces, where the 
bandwidth is determined by the strength of the detection pulses. Therefore, signif-
icantly higher SNR can be achieved with the 2D SIFTER method with the same 
number of acquisitions. While hard- and software limitations might reduce this 
gain if the overall measurement time is considered, it may be possible to overcome 
some of these limitations on homebuilt spectrometers built to a different design and 
specification.

4  Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, we have shown that it is possible to record a 2D frequency correlated 
SIFTER spectrum with broadband pulses at X-band frequencies on a bis-nitroxide 
model compound and a ds-DNA molecule containing two rigid Ç spin-labels. This 
could be achieved using broadband excitation pulses created by an AWG and imple-
mented into a commercial spectrometer and resonator. For rigid spin-labels, this 
technique allows orientation selective datasets to be acquired reliably from a single 
2D experiment in a reasonable amount of time.

As the information provided by both orientation dependent PELDOR traces and 
2D SIFTER is comparable, the question arises as to which is the better method 
to use. We have shown that the spectral resolution of such frequency correlated 
2D-SIFTER time traces is superior to datasets achieved by the PELDOR method 
with several probe frequencies under typical conditions. For this reason when the 
sample being studied has some flexibility, fitting to the complete 2D SIFTER dataset 
may be preferable to a collection of frequency offset dependent PELDOR traces as 
the 2D SIFTER provides a more complete and finer grain description of the dipolar 
orientation dependence. However, the offset dependent modulation depth of the 2D 
PELDOR data set, which also contains information on the geometry between both 
spin-labels, is lost in the 1D SIFTER experiment.

Based on our datasets it appears that approximately the same SNR is reached 
for a single time trace of the 2D SIFTER experiment compared to a PELDOR time 
trace with the same offset frequency (for the same number of averages per time 
step). However, the 2D SIFTER experiment can access all offsets over the full spec-
tral range simultaneously with much higher spectral resolution compared to the 
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PELDOR experiment. Integration of the time traces over all offsets (as achieved also 
with the 1D SIFTER experiment) allows also a simple determination of the distance 
R and the distance distribution function P(R) for samples with orientation selection 
[14].

We have also shown that the 2D-SIFTER data can be quantitatively simulated 
by the same analytical procedure used for the simulation of the orientation selec-
tive PELDOR time traces, taking the different excitation and detection bandwidth of 
both experiments into account. This is demonstrated here for a bis-nitroxide model 
compound, where the conformational ensemble of the spin system is obtained from 
a geometrical model, and for a double spin-labelled DNA molecule, where the con-
formational ensemble is derived from MD simulations. Of course it is well known 
that X-band data alone are not sufficient for an ab initio determination of all of the 
parameters describing the geometry between both spin-labels [11, 22]. This is espe-
cially true if a broad distribution of conformers exist. Therefore, taking additional 
data at high magnetic field strengths is important, as well as the incorporation of 
data from other spectroscopic, computational or structural methods. We believe 
that the frequency correlated 2D-SIFTER method with shaped broadband pulses 
at X-band frequencies is a very promising new technique and tool for the determi-
nation of structure and conformational flexibilities of macromolecules with rigid 
spin-labels.
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